No Deal - Dignity Preferred
1. Brexit is primarily about securing independence not about doing a deal with the EU.
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Brexit is the nobility of self-rule. The dignity of a great nation should lie at the heart of
preparations for its departure from the EU, not a trade deal.
Britain needs to become supercompetitive, via tax simplification (across the board)
and tax reductions/abolition (e.g. corporation tax, stamp duty, inheritance tax), with
massive training of indigenous Britons and a Buy British emphasis and other
changes, including a curtailment of the obscenely bloated overseas aid budget.
Brexiteers should not excoriate one another. Rival visions yes, knocking copy no.
(The exception is Brexiteers in government, who need to be held to account.) Fire
should be concentrated on Continuity Remainers. It is the Patriots versus the
Unpatriots.
Brexiteers preach to the converted (i.e. each other) endlessly. Engagement with the
public is mostly not happening. Mind you…
Debating with Continuity Remainers known to one is absolutely bruising: a great way
to lose friends and uninfluence people.
Brexiteers are stigmatised as old, bigoted and dim. The patronising deluded
superiority of Remainiacs is infuriating, their position amounting to our paying to be
subjugated to a foreign power. We should trumpet that we are freeborn Britons. Brexit
is not about economics or immigration (though mass migration to Britain should end
forever on Brexit Day, 29 March 2019). It’s about becoming an independent country
again. Treacherous Remoaning needs upending, with passion as much as rationality.
Government ministers are taking almost no notice at all of the Brexiteering
community. Wake up Brexiteers! No-one in power is listening to you. Brexiteers do
themselves no favours by continually advocating EEA/EFTA membership when this
has been roundly rejected centrally, to the point that it is a thoroughly dead horse.
The choice for the nation is likely to come down to either No Deal Dignity or Brexit in
Name Only. The latter equals national humiliation.
The government, Westminster (both Houses), Whitehall and the media (e.g. the BBC)
are dominated by Remainers who have a supplicant mentality towards the EU and a
defeatist attitude in regard to Britain’s future as a sovereign nation, a free trader with
a global outlook. The Establishment is the enemy EU’s Fifth Column – with the
difference that this Fifth Column glories in their treachery.
The PM is formidable only in suppressing Brexiteers in her own party. There is no
limit to the amount of humiliation Mrs May is prepared to let the EU heap on herself
and her nation. She is treated with derision on the Continent. Britain risks becoming a
contemptible laughing-stock through a craven tolerance of subjugation. We were
stitched up on the way in and we are being stitched up on the way out. Theresa May
is Ted Heath in drag.
Are preparations for a No Deal even being made? It is hard to tell. The government
should be making No Deal preparations with the utter commitment that will override
Civil Serpent objections and foot-dragging.
Any delay to Brexit could be lethal to the cause of national independence, as
treacherous Remainers know full well. The Transition Period should be utterly
abhorrent to every Brexiteer, as excruciatingly demeaning. Between the hell that is
the EU and the heavenly release of Brexit lies PurgaTory. The pain of an abject
departure (and consequent disrespect of politicians) will last for generations and
impair Britain’s democracy.
Brexit is our Battle of Britain. The trouble is that some people (Blair, Starmer et al) are
flying for the Luftwaffe, in the Lord Haw-Haw Squadron. A Brexit betrayal is being
enacted before our eyes, with treachery across the board: fishing, defence, European
arrest warrant, passport printing, transition arrangements, stupendously demented
payments to the EU to enable them to sell their wine and cars to us etc. Every
Brexiteer needs to scramble as a matter of urgency, to promote national
independence and resurgence. It will become increasingly clear to Brexiteers that the
only arrangement that can be achieved consistent with independence, however

painful economically, is No Deal Dignity. The alternative is Craven Capitulation to the
EU. They need to get beyond distaste and despair and get behind No Deal.
Dr John Hart is a biomedical researcher in international science and Director of The National
CV Group of Historians (http://www.thenationalcv.org.uk/), which latter organisation provides
political cartoons in support of the Brexit cause (see Humour).

